WordFinder Unlimited Delivers Millions of Words from More Than 200 Top Dictionaries in 12
Languages with One New Dictionary Service
New dictionary service empowers users to achieve clarity and excellence in their communications by
accessing the world’s most comprehensive collection of leading dictionaries from only the best
publishers on virtually any device – computer, smart phone, or tablet.
Gothenburg, Sweden – March 13, 2017 – WordFinder Software International AB,
(www.wordfinder.com) today announced the release of WordFinder Unlimited, the world’s most
comprehensive dictionary service, featuring the most complete collection of famous publishers and
titles including HarperCollins, Langenscheidt, PONS, Hoepli, and Zanichelli. The new dictionary
service, called by many, “Spotify for Dictionaries,” provides users access to the words they want in 12
languages on all platforms; Windows, MAC, Android and iOS. WordFinder Unlimited offers people all
over the globe who want to communicate efficiently and correctly in multiple languages instant access
to the words they want anywhere and anytime.
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How WordFinder Unlimited Works
WordFinder Unlimited is a subscription-based dictionary service featuring the world’s largest collection
of dictionaries in 12 languages. For a complete list of dictionaries click here.
Users subscribe monthly, the first 30 days are always free of charge and users can cancel their
subscription at any time. WordFinder Unlimited includes in addition to the dictionaries, five interactive
applications that users can download onto their computers, smartphones, and tablets. The dictionaries
are also accessible via web browser. Users can search their dictionaries online or offline. This means
that users always have access to their dictionaries, regardless of if they are at home, at work or
traveling. Fast, simple and flexible!
“WordFinder Unlimited saves me lots of time when I communicate with different medical
organizations in Europe and worldwide,” commented Gabriella Blomberg, International Coordinator, at
the Swedish Medical Association. “The service also helps me find the right words and expressions for
different contexts.”

Pricing
Free for 30 days. Then the pricing is EUR 9.99 / USD 10.99 per month for a single user subscription.
For multi user subscriptions such as for schools, universities, translation teams, and companies, please
contact WordFinder at sales@wordfinder.com.
Availability
WordFinder Unlimited has been available since January 1, 2017, and can be accessed today at
www.wordfinder.com.
About WordFinder Software International AB
At WordFinder Software International AB (WordFinder), we have a passion for communication and are
constantly developing our services and our applications with new functionality and new languages and
dictionaries, all to make it easier for everyone to communicate confidently and effectively.
Since our founding in 1990, WordFinder has helped people from both large and small businesses to
find the right words in the right context. We’ve constantly developed and grown our catalog of content
over the years. From having sold hundreds of thousands of software applications, we’ve now gathered
everything into the all-in-one subscription service - WordFinder Unlimited. We are now one service,
five applications, a multitude of functions, hundreds of dictionaries and millions of words.
We build bridges between people, languages, countries, and cultures.
More than 25,000 businesses and more than 500,000 users are now communicating with the help of
WordFinder’s solutions and services. Our assortment of dictionaries, which is the market’s broadest,
includes dictionaries from the world’s leading publishers. Today, WordFinder’s solutions are used by
professionals from every type of company and organization. More information on the company can be
found at www.wordfinder.com.
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